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Mixed type curves in Minkowski 3-space 

Tongchang Liu and Donghe Pei 

Abstract 

In this paper, we study mixed type curves in Minkowski 3-space. Mixed type curves 
are regular curves, and there are both non-lightlike points and lightlike points in a mixed 
type curve. For non-lightlike curves and null curves in Minkowski 3-space, we can study 
them by a Frenet frame or a Cartan frame respectively. But for mixed type curves, the 
two frames will not work. And as far as we know, no one has yet given a frame to study 
them in Minkowski 3-space. So we give the lightcone frame in order to provide a tool for 
studying this type curves in mathematical and physical research. As an application of 
the lightcone frame, we define an evolute of a mixed type curve. And we also give some 
examples to show the evolutes. 

1 Preliminaries 

Let酎={(X1,X2, ⑬) lx1, x2, x3 E JR} be a real vector space. The Minkowski 3-space尉 is

配 endowedwith the Lorentzian metric 

〈.,• 〉=-dxi + dx~+ dx~. 

A non-zero vector v E・厨 is said to be spacelike, timelike or lightlike if〈V, V〉> 0, 〈V, V〉< 0 

or〈V, V〉=0, respectively. We usually consider the zero vector as a spacelike vector. 

A curve 1 = ,(t) in蔚issaid to be spacelike, timelike or null if its tangent vector field ,'(t) 

is spacelike, timelike or lightlike, respectively, for all t. 

But a regular curve in酎 maynot be of one of the above three types. If there are both 
non-lightlike points and lightlike points in a regular curve in譴 wecall it the mixed type curve. 

Let I be a spacelike or timelike curve in尉 parametrizedby arc-length, we suppose that 

〈,",,"〉#0. 

Then there is a Frenet frame { 1; T = 11, N = "I" 1 , B = T /¥ N} satisfying the following 
II〈"!","I"〉II?:

Frenet equations: 

鳳＝［—'~知~ ❖] [~], 
where 
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ふ＝〈T,T〉,02 =〈N,N〉.

The vector fields T, N, and B are called the tangent, principal normal and binormal of 1, 

respectively. The functions 1,, and Tare called the curvature and torsion of 1, respectively (see 

[5]). 
As we all know, an evolute of a regular space curve I in配 (see[2]) is defined by 

Ev(,)(t) = 1(t) +½N(t) 一 !,;B(t).

By using the method, we can define an evolute of a non-lightlike curve I in蔚 by

Ev(,)(t) = 1(t) +ふ崎N(t)+庫疇B(t).

But for a mixed type curve, the frame will not work. We want to define an evolute of a mixed 

type curve, so we need a new frame. In the following work, we consider mixed type curves with 

isolated lightlike points and we supposeう^ うヂ 0.

2 Lightcone frame 

In this section,we will introduce the lightcone frame in Minkowski 3-space. 

We denote 

叫=(1, cos0(t), sin0(t)), 

叫=(1, -cos0(t), -sin0(t)) 

and 

Me(t) = L盃t)I¥ L0(t) = (0, sin0(t), -cos0(t)), 

where 0(t) is a smooth function. We call {L尻t)'L尻t)'Me(t)}a lightcone frame in厨 Andwe 

give a figure to show that (see Figure 1). 

L― ~ •J 

a匹rallelline of .,.axis 

--ク

Ii帥tconc

Figure 1: the lightcone frame 

Let I be a regular curve (or a mixed type curve) in蔚.There exists a smooth function 

(a, /3, 0) : J→ 配¥{(O, 0, 0)} such that 
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う(t)= a(t)L贔+f3(t)L尻t)

for all t EI. We say that a regular curve I with the lightcone semi-polar coordinates (a, /3, 0) 
if the above condition holds. 

Since 

〈う(t),う(t)〉=-4a(t)f3(t), 

雷0)is a 

u: 二塁冒二塁塁塁〗）＞く。~'
lightlike point : a(t0)/3(t0) = 0. 

We show that in the following figure (see Figure 2). 

f
 Sp,n{r(rJ. ふ axisI 

． ．． 
1;ghtcone 

Figure 2: the lightcone semi-polar coordinates ofう(t)

F or convemence le ， t 

釘 (t)=〈う(t)I¥う(t),う(t)I¥う(t)〉

= 4(a(t)/3(t) -(3(t)o:(t))2 + 4が(t)a(t)f3(t)(f3(t)-a(t))2, 

砂 ( t ) = d et ( う( t ) , う( t ) ' ・ダ( t ) ) 

= -20(t)(f3(t) -a(t))(a(t)且(t)-f3(t)ci(t)) 

+ 2(a(t)且(t)-(3(t)o:(t))(20(t)(且(t)―ん(t))+ 0(t)(f3(t) -a(t))) 

＋が(t)(f3(t)-a(t))2((32(t) -a2(t)). 

Theorem 2.1. {The Existence Theorem) Let (a, (3, 0) : J→ 団翌¥{(O, 0, 0)} be a smooth 
function. There exists a regular curve 1 : J→ 厨 withthe lightcone semi-polar coordinates 
(a, (3, 0). 

Remark 2.2. If I and予： I→ 蔚 areregular curves with the same lightcone semi-polar 
coordinates (a, (3, 0), then there exists a constant vector c E恨砕 suchthatう(t)= ,(t) + C. 
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Before we give the uniqueness theorem, we need to make some preparations. 

Definition 2.3. Let I and - I 股ib ,: → e regular curves. We say that I and I are congruent 
through a Lorentz motion if there exist a matrix A and a constant c E町 suchthatう(t)= 
A(,(t)) + c for all t EI, where A satisfies 

-1 0 0 

砂A~G, del(A)~1, G~( >: ~) 
For any vector v E尉andw E蔚， wecan calculate 

So we have 

〈v,w〉=〈A(v),A(w)〉，

v /¥ w = A(v) /¥ A(w). 

a(t)f3(t) = a(t嘉(t)' 釘 (t)=合(t),E2 = i;(t). 
.. 

Propos1t10n 2.4. f乃： I→ 酎 isa non-lightlike curve, then 

叫＝ （一ふ螂 (t))~s, T(t)=ふ辛
8(—紐(t)f3(t))2 c1(t)・ 

So we have 

叫=K,(t), T(t) =デ(t).

The fundamental theorem of non-lightlike curves has been given in [1, 4]. Using them, we 
get the uniqueness theorem. 

Theorem 2.5. (The Uniqueness Theorem) Let'Y and 7 : I→ 良rbe regular curves with 

the lightcone semi-polar coordinates (a, /3, 0) and (a, 瓦み.Suppose the lightlike points are 
isolated. If 

a(t)f3(t) = a(t)取t)'釘 (t)=合(t)'こ2=蕊(t)

for all t E J, then'Y and予arecongruent through a Lorentz motion. 

3 Evolutes of mixed type curves 

In this section we give the definition of mixed type curves. In the following work, we suppose 
c2(t) # 0. Firstly, we define an evolute of a mixed type curve with釘 (t)# 0. 

Definition 3.1. Let 1 : J→ 酎 bea regular curve (釘(t)# 0) with the lightcone semi-polar 
coordinates (a, /3, 0), then we define an evolute Ev(,): J→ 蔚 ofr by 

Ev(r)(t) = 1(t) 

叩
+ 4((a/3 —() +01a叩 (/3-a)(-

l 疇 1 磁 ＋ 図
3))(t)(a(t)L況t)―f3(t)Le(t))

釘 Cに2 邑2

2碩・
+ 8(0af3(a -/3) + laf312(a/3-f3a)(-

硝釘 a/3 +郎
3))(t)M;。(t)・

El E1E2 E2 
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Proposition 3.2. If "I : I→ 尉 isa non-lightlike cu切 e{i臼(t)=J O) with the lightcone 
semi-polar coordinates (a, {3, 0), then 

Ev(,)(t) = ,(t) 

2a/3 
+ 4((碩— /30:) 十 0la/31 う (/3 -a ) (-3 

, a/3釘 a且+/30: 

釘 5戸2 c2 
)） (t)(a(t)L贔―f3(t)Le(t))

2a/3. , 
+ 8(―0af3(a -/3) + laf312(a/3-/30:)(― -3 

a/3釘 a/3+ /30: 

釘 Cに2 r::2 
)） (t)~。(t)

1 k 
= ,(t) + 8心ーN(t)+ 8西ーB(t).

k 足T

Remark 3.3. If 1(t0) is a lightlike point of 1(t) {i釘 (t)=J 0), we have 

a(t0) = 0, {3(t0) =J 0 

or 

a(to)ヂ0,f3(t0) = 0. 

So 

Ev(r)(to) = r(to). 

In appropriate conditions, we also define an evolute of a mixed type curve with釘 (to)= 0. 

Defimtion 3.4. The evolute Ev(r) : I→ 酎 ofI is given by 

Ev(r)(t) = r(t) 

釘
+2(2入(a/3-f3a)十 0laf312(j3-a)(入— -6

aj3十f3a

Ez Ez 
)） (t)(a(t)L贔―j3(t)L贔）

釘直+f3a 
+4(2入0aj3(a-/3) + la/31ラ(a/3-f3a)(入— -6

E2 E2 
)） (t)Mo(t), 

if there exists a unique smooth function入： I→ JR such that 

2a(t)j3(t) =入(t)打 (t).

4 Examples 

In this section we give some examples. 

Example 4.1. Let 1 : 股→ 町bea regular curve defined by 

雷）＝（ザ+t, sin t, -cost). 

We can calculate 

2a(t)(3(t) = 2柱(1+柱），釘(t)= 4炉（炉+5), 

so 

入(t)= 
2a(t)/3(t) 1 + t2 

＝ 
釘 (t) 2(t2 + 5)" 

The expression of Ev('r)(t) (the evolute of 7(t)) is too long and complicated, so we do not 

write it here and we show it in the following figures (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). 
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Figure 3: 7(t)(blue) and Ev('Y)(t)(red) Figure 4: 7(t)(blue) and Ev('Y)(t)(red) around 
the lightlike point 

Example 4.2. Let 7: [O, 41r)→ 蔚 bea regular curve defined by 

7(t) = (らsin2t, -2(-cos½t -½cos 召t), -2(sin り— ½sin 苔t)).

We can calculate 

2a(t)f3(t) = 2 cos2 t(4 cos2 t -3), 釘 (t)= 4cos2 t(12 sin4 t + 17 sin2 t + 4), 

so 
2a(t)/3(t) 4cos2t-3 

入(t)= = 
釘 (t) 2(12sinサ +17sin2t+4)" 

The expression of Ev(,)(t) (the evolute of 1(t)) is too long and complicated, so we do not 
write it here and we show it in the following figures (see Figure 5 and Figure 6). 

Figure 5: ry(t)(blue) and Ev(ry)(t)(red) Figure 6: ry(t)(blue) and Ev(ry)(t)(red) around 
the lightlike point 
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